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13. Borrowing costs

(1) The capitalization recognition principles of borrowing costs during the captalizaion period

Borrowing costs directly attributed to comply with the conditions of capitalization¡¯s establishment

and production in the company can be included into the related assets costs if meeting the following

conditions at the same time:

capital expenditure has occurred;

borrowing costs has occurred;

the necessary construction and production activities to make the assets realize the expected usable

conditions have already begun.

Other borrowing interest, the amortization and exchange differences of discount or premium are num-

bered into the current gains and losses.

If the construction of fixed assets has interrupted in the abnormal way, and even for more than three

hours, the capitalization of borrowing costs shall be suspended. If the interruption is the necessary

procedure for capital assets in compliance with the capitalization conditions used in the purchase or

production to realize the expected usable or salable condiontons, the capitalization of borrowing costs

should continue.

When the purchased fixed assets can reach the expected usable conditions, the capitalization of bor-

rowing costs shall be stoped; later borrowing costs are recognised as expenses in the current period.
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(2) Calculation method of capitalization value of borrowing costs

Special loans borrowed to puchase or produce the assets in line with the capitalization conditions, the

capitalization value for special borrowing interest costs shall be defined as the current actual interest

costs of special loans minus bank interest income form the borrowing funds deposited in the bank

which are not used yet or investment income form the temporary investment.

If it occupies the general loans to purchase or produce the assets in line with capitalization conditions,

the general loans shall be calculated as the weighted average of capitalized interest according to

accumulated asset expense over that part of special loans multiply capitalized rate of occupied ordinary

borrowings.

14. Impairment of Assets

The impairment of asset will be determined as the following meathods, expect the asset devaluing of stock,

investment real estate measured by the mode of fair value, deferred income tax asset and financial assets.

The company will judge whether there exist sign of impairment of assets or not in the balance sheet date, and

then estimate the recoverable amount to carry out impairment testing for those having the impaired indication.

As for the goodwill formed by the merger of the enterprises and intangible assets with uncertain life,

regardless of whether there is an indication of impairment, the impairment tests will be carried out every year.
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Recoverable amount will be determined in accordance with the fair value of assets minus the higher value

between the net cost of disposal and the present value of expected future cash flows. The company will

estimate its recoverable amount based on the individual assets; if it is difficult to estimate the recoverable

amount for individual assets, the company will recognize the recoverable amount of assets group based on

the assets group that the asset is belonged to. The determination of assets group takes the basis that

whether the main cash flow is independent from other assets or the cash flow of assets group.

When the asset or recoverable amount of assets group is less than its book value, the company will reduce

the book value to its recoverable amount with reduced amount included in the current gain or loss, while

preparing for the corresponding impairment of assets.

As for the impairment test of goodwill, the book value of goodwill formed as a result of the enterprises

merger should be shared to relevant asset groups according to reasonable meathods since the purchase

date; if it is difficult to share to relevant asset groups, it should share it to the corresponding organized asset

groups. The associated asset group or organized asset groups are not larger than report department iden-

tified by the company with the ablility of gaining the benefit from the cooperation of enterprise merger.

In the impairment tests, if there existing the indication of impairment in assets group or organized asset

group related to the goodwill, it should carry out impairment tests for those asset or asset groups excluding

the goodwill to calculate the recovable amount and determine the corresponding impairment value. And

then carry out the impairment tests for those asset groups or organized asset groups including the goodwill,

comparing the book value with revocable amount, if the latter is less than the former, it should determine the

impairment of goodwill.

Once the impairment of asset is determined, it cannot be returned in the later accounting period.
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15. Expected liabilities

When the obligation related with the matter and complying with the following conditions at the same time,

the company will recognize it as expected liabilities:

- It is the current obligation undertaken by the company;

- The performance of this obligation is likely to lead economic interest to flow the company;

- The value of this obligation can be calculated reliably.

16. Leasing

The leases that essentially transfer all the risks and rewards related with the ownership of assets can be

defined as finacing leases; otherwise, they belong to operating leases.

Rental expenses operating the lease shall be reckoned into the relevant asset costs or the current profit and

loss in accordance with the straight-line method during all the terms of lease.

17. Shares payment

The company's share payment can be divided into cash settlement and equity settlement.

(1) Share payment with cash settlement

The share payment with cash settlement shall be measured by the fair value of liabilities determined on

the basis of shares or other equity instruments undertaken by the company.
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Share payment with cash settlement with feasible right immediately after the conferment, is reckoned

into associated costs or fees with the fair value of liabilities undertaken by the company on conferring

day, increasing correspondingly the liabilities.

Share payment with cash settlement existing the waiting period, put current received services into costs

or fees and corresponding liabilities in accordance with fair value of liabilities undertaken by the

company, on the basis of the best estimantion of feasible possibility on each balance sheet date in the

waitng period.

(2) Share payment with equity clearing tools

Share payment with equity clearing is reckoned according to the fair value of equity tools conferred to

workers.

Share payment with equity settlement with feasible right immediately after the conferment, is reckoned

into associated costs or fees with the fair value of equity tools on conferring day, increasing corre-

spondingly the capital surplus.

Share payment with equity settlement existing the waiting period, put current received services into

costs or fees and corresponding capital surplus in accordance with fair value on the conferring day of

equity tools, on the basis of the best estimantion for the amount of equity tools of feasible possibility

on each balance sheet date in the waitng period.
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18. Workers’ salary

Workers’ salaries include wages, bonuses, allowances and subsidies; workers’ welfares; medical insurance,

endowment insurance, unemployment insurance, work-related injury insurance and maternity insurance,

and other social insurance; housing accumulation fund; workers union funds and education funds, and

other related expenditures accessing to the services provided for workers.

Confirm workers¡¯salary during the service period provided by the workers and reckon the salaries into

the related cost fare according to equity targets of services provided by workers.

19. Income

Revenue can be recognized in the case of the economic interest being likely to flow to the company with the

reliable value for measurement, and at the same time meeting the following conditions.

(1) The incomes of goods sale

The Company has transferred the main risks and rewards of the ownership of the commodity to the

buyer, and no longer retained the continued management right usually associated with the ownership

and the implementation of effective control. And related costs that have occurred or will occur can be

measured reliably, which is recognized as the realization of income.

(2) Providing labor incomes

At the balance sheet date, on the condition of the results of labor transactions being estimated reliably,

labor income is determined according to the percentage method of completion; otherwise, income shall

be determined according to labor cost value that has occurred and can be expected to obtain the

compensation.
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That the outcome of providing labor transaction can be estimated reliably, means it can meet the

following conditions at the same time: the amount of revenue can be measured reliably, related eco-

nomic interests is likely to flow to the company, the completion progress of transactions can be deter-

mined reliably, as well as the costs have occurred and will occur in the transactions can be measured

reliably. The company will determine the completion progress of providing labor transactions in accor-

dance with the labor that has provided occupying the proportion of total labor.

We recognize the incomes of transport services provided according to the percentage method of

completion. The percentage of completion is determined and measured according to finished trading

days occupying the proportion of total expected trading days in this voyage.

Freight agents: ocean freight agent determines the realization of income on the date of ship leaving the

harbor (export) or on the date of ship arriving to the harbor.

Shipping agents: to recognize the realization of income on the date of ship leaving the harbor.

(3) Interest income

It can be calculated according to the time of others using the monetary capital of the company and the

actual rates.
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(4) Rental income

During the terms of the lease, the company considers the operating lease rentals as the profit and loss

for the current period in accordance with the straight-line method. Incomes of rental assets under the

financing lease are calculated according to the actual interest rate in the accounting periods.

(5) Dividend income

Dividend income is received as the confirmation of dividend right.

(6) Income of investment sale

The income of investment sale is confirmed when the ownership of investment is transferred to the

buyer.

If the following conditions are met at the same time, the transfer can be considered as the achievement

of ownership of the investment as usual:

Sale contract or agreement has been adopted by the shareholders meeting.

Stock sale items have already been approved by the relevant authorities of the state.

Both selling and buying parties have transacted the necessary certificate of property rights transfer.

The purchaser has paid the bulk of the purchase price (normally more than 50%), and has the ability

and plans to pay the remaining amount.

The buyer has actually achieved the financial and operating policies corresponding with the the

shares and seller, enjoying the corresponding interest and undertaking the corresponding risk.
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20. Income tax

Income tax includes the current income tax and deferred income tax, which is reckoned into the current profit

and loss as income tax expense or earnings, apart from the adjusted goodwill produced by corporate merger,

or transactions directly charged into the owner's equity or matters related that charged into the interests of

owners.

Current income tax is the taxable income value in accordance with the calculation of taxable income in the

current period. Taxable income is obtained in accordance with the adjustement of pre-tax accounting profit

at this year from the relevant provisions of the tax law.

The company calculates the income tax liabilities or assets formed in the current and previous periods in

accordance with the expected payable tax or returned income tax under the provisions of the tax law.

According to the temporary differences between the book value of assets and liabilities in the balance sheet day

and tax basis, the company adopts the balance sheet debt provision to defer income tax.

All taxable temporary differences are indebted according to recognized deferred income tax, unless taxable

temporary differences are produced in the following transactions:
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(1) The initial recognition of goodwill, or the initial recognition of the assets or liabilities in transactions

with the following characteristics: the transaction is not a merger, and it impacts neither accounting

profit nor the taxable income when the transactions occurring;

(2) As for the taxable temporary differences relating to the investment with subsidiaries, joint ventures and

pooled venture, the reversal time of the temporary differences can be controlled and the temporary

differences in the foreseeable future are not likely to switch back.

As for the deductible temporary differences, deductible losses that can be carried to the following annual

and tax losses, the company is likely to take the future taxable income used to deduct deductible temporary

differences, deductible losses and tax losses as the limitation, determining deferred income tax assets

thereof, unless the deductible temporary differences are produced in the following transactions:

(1) The transaction is not a merger, and it impacts neither accounting profit nor the taxable income when

the transactions occurring;

(2) As for the taxable temporary differences relating to the investment with subsidiaries, joint ventures and

pooled venture, at the same time satisfying the following conditions, the company recognizes as the

corresponding deferred income tax assets: it is likely to switch back the temporary differences in the

foreseeable future, and the taxable incomes that is likely to deduct the deductible temporary differences

in the future.
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Due to the provisions of the tax law, as for the deferred income tax assets and deferred income tax liabilities,

the company will adopt the measurement according to expected recovery of the assets or the applicable tax

rates during the period of discharging the liability, and   reflect the tax income effect of expected recovery of

the assets or liquidation form of liabilities on the balance sheet date.

On the balance sheet date, the company rechecks book value of deferred income tax assets. If it is improb-

able to get sufficient taxable income to deduct the interests of deferred income tax assets in the future, the

company will reduce the book value of deferred income tax assets. If it is quite likely to get the enough

taxable incomes, reduced value should be switched back.

21. Enterprises merger and the consolidated financial statements

Consolidated financial statements include those statements ended by the time of December 31, 2007 from

the company and all subsidiaries of the company which are those invested units controlled by the company.

When establishing consolidated financial statements, subsidiaries shall adopt the same accounting fiscal

and accounting policies with the company. All the major trading and exchanges between the companies

belonging to the main company shall be offset in the merger.

Those parts included in the scope of the merger of the owner's equity in the subsidiaries that are not owned

by the company should present separately in consolidated financial statements as part of minority interests.
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Enterprise merger not under the same control

For corporate merger that non-under the same control, the company uses the purchase method to treat the

accounting. Merger costs are the fair value of the assets offered and the liabilities undertaken as well as the

securities issued by the company with the aim to obtain the control to the seller on the buying day. In the

buying day, the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities obtained by the company are confirmed accord-

ing to the fair value.

The company considers the balance between merger costs from the buyer over the fair value share of

identifiable net assets from the selling parties as goodwill and it should be measured in accordance with the

value of cost deducting accumulated reduced value; as for the balance that merger costs from the buyer less

than the fair value share of identifiable net assets from the selling parties, it should be reckoned into the

recent gains and losses after the re-check.
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The operating results of the seller should be merged since the date of the company obtaining the control,

until to the company terminates their control.

Enterprise merger under the same control

As for the corporate merger under the same control, the company uses the equity method to treat the

accounting. Assets and liabilities in the merger from merging parties are measured according to the original

book value of the merging parties on that day, except the adjustment due to the different accounting

policies. The book value of the merger price (or issued total share face value) and the balance of net assets

book value got from the merger adjust capital surplus, and adjust retained earnings if the capital reserve less

than reduces. The pre-merger net profit of merging parties will be brought into the profit statement.
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After  Adjustment

Capital

Capital surplus

Profit surplus

Unappropriated profit

Foreign currency

   Statement Discount  differences

Equity of company

Minority stockholders

   Equity

Tolal stockholder equity

Before   AdjustmentAfter AdjustmentBefore Adjustment

22. Accounting Policies and Changes of Accounting Estimation

The first implementation of the Enterprise Accounting Standards

As described in Note II, the Company has implemented Enterprise Accounting Standards since January 1,

2007 and the cumulative effects of first implementation of the Enterprise accounting standards are as

follows:
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The effects on 2006 annual net profit from the first implementation of the Enterprise Accounting Standards

would be as follows:

The Company has implemented Enterprise Accounting Standards since January 1, 2007 and the detailed

effects on 2006 annual net profit from the first implementation of the Enterprise Accounting Standards will

be seen in 16 (additional information 4).

Changes in accounting estimation

According to the relevant provisions of  “No. 4 Enterprises Accounting Standards - fixed assets”, the

company re-estimated the prospected net residuals value of the ship and finally determined that it adjusted

from the original 4% to the value of the scrap steel in expected disposal. This accounting estimated change

has came into force from January 1, 2007 which result in that 2007 net profit of the company increased 196,

363,793.26 Yuan.

IV. Tax items

The main tax terms and tax rates of the company are shown below:

Value added tax    -    Taxable earnings should be calculated by 17% of tax rate to result in Output VAT and

pay value added tax as to the margin deducted by the current Input VAT allowed tax credit.

2006

RMB’000

2,760,793

10,468

2,771,261

Amount before the adjustment

Adjustment:

Amount after the adjustment
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Notes

note 1

note 2

note 3

Shares

proportion

direct/indirect

Investment

amount

of the compan

HKD 100,000

Registere

capital

USD 500,000

200,000,000

HKD 100,000

Operation

Property

water transportation

water transportation

water transportation

Place

of incorporation

China Shipping Development

(Hong Kong) Mar ine Co., Limited

Shanghai Yinhua Shipping

Company Limited

Shanghai Yinhua Shipping

WEILY Co., Limited

Voting powe

proportion

Sales tax  -  3%, 5% of the Taxable Earnings should be paid as sales tax.

City Maintenance And Construction Tax   -  To be paid by 7% of the actual payment of turnover tax

Extra charges of Education funds - To be paid by 3% of the actual pay of turnover tax

Income tax  -  The place of incorporation of the company is Pudong New District in Shanghai. The present

annual income tax of the year should be paid by 15% of the taxable earnings.

China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) Marine Co., Limited is the affiliated subsidiary of the company

whose place of incorporation is the HONG KONG special administrative region, the suitable income tax

according to the local tax law is 17.5%.

V. The consolidate range of the Consolidated financial statements

1. The situation of the important subsidiaries belonged to the head company are shown below:
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Note 1: A trust agreement had been achieved on 31.Dec.2001 between the company and China Shipping

(Hong Kong) Holdings Co., Ltd.; China Shipping (Hong Kong) Holdings Co., Ltd will transfer its

1% share of China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) Marine Co., Limited in the way of trust to

the company. Therefore the company actually owns 100% priority of benefit to China Shipping

Development (Hong Kong) Marine Co., Limited.

Note 2: An agreement had been reached between the company and Jiangsu Longfa electricity generation

CO,.LTD to establish Shanghai Yinhua Shipping Company Limited with registered capital of 200,

000,000 Yuan. According to the agreement the company will inject 200,000,000 Yuan in two periods

with the premiere amount of 22,623,500 Yuan being injected already and the rest to be paid before

Sep.2009.

Note 3: China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) Marine Co., Limited as the subsidiary company of the

parent company had acquired China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) WEILY Co., Limited in

May.2007 which is a holding merger under a identical control, the current consolidated statement is

brought into the consolidate range at the premiere period.
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2. Consolidate range change

CHINA SHIPPING DEVELOPMENT (HONG KONG) MARINE CO., LIMITED as the subsidiary company of

the parent company had acquired China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) WEILY Co., Limited in May.

2007 and brought it into consolidate range, due to the reason that CHINA SHIPPING DEVELOPMENT

(HONG KONG) WEILY CO., LIMITED is also under the control of China shipping group, the merger is a

acquisition under same control and is brought into the consolidate range at the premiere period which re-

edit the statement of the previous year

Shanghai Times Shipping CO,.LTD, Zhuhai New Century Marine CO,.LTD, Shanghai Friendship Marine

CO,.LTD are the subsidiary joint ventures of the company who used equity method to figure out and  would

not be brought into the range of statement. And the company re-edits the statement of the previous year.

The company newly established  subsidiary company called Shanghai YINYE shipping CO,.LTD in Sep.

2007 and is brought into consolidate statement range this year.
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VI. Main item remark for the consolidate financial statement

1. Cash

NOTE: Fund which would cause limitation to utilization, foreign deposit and callback risks due the reason of

credit or frozen etc should not exist at the end of the year.

Convert into

RMBCash

  -   RMB

  -   USD

  -   HKD

  -   JPY

  -   GBP

Bank deposit

  -   RMB

  -   USD

  -   HKD

  -   JPY

  -   GBP

Other currency capital

  -   RMB

Total

Exchange

rate

Original

currency

Convert into

RMB

Exchange

rate

Original

currency
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2. Trading financial assets

The management considers the realization of trading financial assets investment does not have grand

limitation.

3. Receivable notes

4. Receivables

(I) The classifications are listed below:

(2) Verification situation

The actual verification amount of the receivables this year are the freight or rent of the past years, due

to debt time being over 3 years and should be cancelled with a total of 9,339,513.47 Yuan.

Trading equity investment

Bank acceptance

Proportion bad  debts

Preparation

Receivables of single

  grand amount

Amount appropriation

proportion

Proportion bad debts

Preparation

Amount appropriation

proportion
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(3) First five of the receivables

 (4) By the day of balance sheet release, the account balance should exclude debt with shareholders or

affiliated company who has 5% or over 5% of the voting power.

5. Prepayments

By the day of balance sheet release, the account balance should exclude debt with shareholders or affiliated

company who has 5% or over 5% of the voting power.

Amount DescriptionDebt time

Less than a year

Less than a year

Less than a year

Less than a year

Less than a year

Company name

Yangfu Zhongyou Huayuan

   Shipping Co. Ltd

SINOPEC Shanghai GAOQIAO

   subsidiary

Shanghai power fuel CO,.LTD

SINOPEC Shanghai

   JINLIN subsidiary

NINGBO china offshore oil

   shipping CO,.LTD

Proportion

Account age structure

Less than 1 year

1-2 year

2-3 year

total

Amount ProportionAmount
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By the day of balance sheet release, the account balance involved 22,791,000Yuan prepaid to the affiliated

company, the details please see to annotation 9, affiliation relation and trades.

6.other receivables

(I) classifications are listed below:

(2) First five list of other receivables

(3) By the day of balance sheet release, the account balance should exclude debt with shareholders or

affiliated company who has 5% or over 5% of the voting power.

Proportion bad  debts

Preparation

Receivables of single

      grand amount

Amount appropriation

proportion

Proportion bad debts

Preparation

Amount appropriation

proportion

Amount DescriptionDebt time

Less than a year

Less than a year

Less than a year

Less than a year

Less than a year

Company name

Accident fee case not closed

Watercraft fund

board wages imprest

Watercraft foreign exchange advances

Medical fund

Total
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7. Inventory

The management considers that there is no need

to prepare the drop of price for the storage at the

end of the year.

8. Vendible financial assets

9. Long term share investment

Shipping fuel

Low value consumption goods

Total

Vendible equity tool

Raw water shore stock

Currency swap agreement

Total

Amount at the

beginning of the year

Increase of

the year

Decrease of

the year

Costing method:

Shanghai BAOJIANG

 shipping CO..LTD

QINHUANGDAO Shipping and

 coal Marketv CO,.LTD

Equity method:

Shanghai Times Shipping

 CO.,LTD

Shanghai Friendship

 Marine CO.,LTD

Zhuhai New Century

 Marine CO.,LTD

Initial amount
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Operation property

shipping

shipping

shipping

Registered capital

 10,000 Yuan

Shares proportion

of the company

Voting power proportion

of the company

Joint venture

Shanghai Times Shipping CO,.

LTD

Shanghai Friendship Marine CO,.

LTD

Zhuhai New Century Marine CO,.

LTD

Place of incorporation

Net profit

Joint venture

Shanghai Times Shipping CO,.LTD

Shanghai Friendship Marine CO,.LTD

Zhuhai New Century Marine CO,.LTD

Operation incomeTotal debtTotal asset

Main financial information of the affiliated enterprises and joint venture:
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10. Fixed assets

By the day of balance sheet release, watercrafts whose

account amount of 1,473,601,000 Yuan (1,636,110,100

Yuan at the end of 2006) have been pledged as the

surety to obtain bank loan.

watercraft

transportation

 tool

   office and

other equipments Total

Original price:

Amount at the start of the year

Purchase

Transferred from in-built project

Sales and discard

Amount at the end of the year

Accumulated depreciation:

Amount at the start of the year

Counting & drawing

Resell

Amount at the end of the year

Preparation for depreciation:

Amount at the start of the year

Counting & drawing

Resell

Amount at the end of the year

Account value:

Amount at the end of the year

Amount at the start of the year

Building or

onstruction
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11. In built project

The debt capitalization amount involved in the amount at the end of the year is 105,078,130.36Yuan, among

which the current period contributed 90,069,408.39 Yuan.

The management considers it no need to prepare for the depreciation of in-built projects.

By the day of balance sheet release, in-built projects whose account amount of 1,002,471,700 Yuan has been

pledged as the surety to obtain bank loan.

transferred into

fixed assets

in current year

Purchase & manufacture

   of watercraft

Important watercraft

   reconstruction

Other project

Amount at the

beginning of

the year

Increase

In current year

Captial

resource

Project invement

proprotion

convering bugget

Amount at

the end of

the year


